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About This Game

This Grand Life is a personal finance simulator where you create a character, manage their money and help them achieve their
life goals. Cruise your way through life with a silver spoon, or struggle endlessly to find employment as a convicted felon. You

cannot control your past, but you can change your future. What choices will you make?

Inspired by Sierra's 1990 game Jones In The Fast Lane, your life is divided into weeks. You try to accomplish as much as you
can each week while economic conditions and special events create interesting choices to think about. Do I go to work this

week, or take part in the Hot Dog Eating competition at the park? Should I spend time looking for a better job, or stick with my
current job until economic conditions improve?

Current Features:

 Balancing Needs - Core game loop of balancing short-term needs such as hunger, fun, hygiene and health with long-
term goals like happiness, wealth and education.

 Stylised City Maps - The game map is based on a real major city, thanks to satellite imagery from the European Space
Agency!

 Education System - Study for degrees, diplomas and PHDs, required for some higher level occupations. Go to trade
school or university.

 Promising Careers and Dead End Jobs - Prestigious career paths like Banking and Chef, plus lower level occupations
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like Janitor and Salesperson.

 Progressive Taxation System - The more you earn, the higher your tax bracket.

 Possessions - Fridges, TVs and Computers which help with your short-term needs.

 Collectibles - Collect stamps, coins and other rare items to achieve your long-term goals.

 Subscription Services - Sign up for services that make life easier, like grocery delivery or cable TV.

 Special Events - Home Robbery, Hotdog Eating Competition, Steam Sales and more.

 Detailed Economic Simulation - Inflation, interest rates and economic growth influence your investments and job
competition.

 Investment and Debt - Borrow money to achieve your goals or invest for a future where you won't have to work.
Minimum repayments and interest rates calculated realistically.

 Real Estate - Buy properties through an auction system. Live in it yourself or rent out your properties to tenants.

 Stock Market - Buy and sell shares on the stock market. Watch out for poor corporate management.

 Traits/Privilege System - Begin life with advantages like rich parents, or disadvantages like alcoholism.

 Freelance/Contractor Business - Hire employees, advertise your brand, complete jobs and grow your reputation.

 Tutorial - An interactive tutorial where your mother tells you to get a job.

 Moddability - Create your own careers, courses, locations, possessions and more. All content designed to be highly
moddable.
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Similar to "Solitaire Christmas Match 2 Cards", but with mahjong instead of card matching. And with the same music that I
liked so much, perfect for holiday gameplay! Only con is the hint that kicks in if you haven't made a move in some short
amount of time; it makes me feel kinda rushed. Tip: The puzzle is solved when you match all of the *gold* tiles. At first I was
trying to clear the board every time, but kept taking too many moves for the level goal. And then I thought, hey, the goal is
impossible for that number of tiles; the number of moves must be half the number of tiles. So I read the directions more
carefully. Ah... half the number of *gold* tiles.. A very good concept and quick to understand too.
The AI is rather simple right now, but the Devs are increasing the AI's level with each patch.
Game works very well without any problems (So far ;-) )

The concept is to take out the opposing Pharaoh with your laser. To do this you bounce the beam from your Sphinx in your right
hand corner into their Pharaoh. There are pyramids with 1 side mirrors, Scarabs with double-sided mirrors and Anubis
'Blockers' that can block the laser, but only from the front. You can remove pyramids by hitting a non-mirrored side with the
laser, and Anubis can be removed by hitting the sides or back.
Each turn you can move one piece, one square OR rotate one piece by 90 degrees.

That is pretty much it for the rules! Quite simple in concept, but can be tricky when facing a real opponent!

A very well made version of the Board game, without pointless visuals or silliness that could slow down or spoil the game itself.

I would thoroughly recommend this game to anyone who enjoys games of logic, strategy and tactics.. Day one purchase for me
and I love it!. Sins of a Solar Empire crossed with Supreme Commander by someone with no sense of fun or budget.

The game isn't actively bad, it is just bland and uninspired.. Came for the inspiring story behind the game, stayed to confirm I'm
just as bad at math now as I was in school.. If you like Breakout and Arkanoid mixed with a funny story, secrets to find and
branching paths to go with it then this is the game for you.
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Not bad..... can have a try..... ...need others DLC to be able to play demonspawn? 0\/10. Another one in the long tradition of
good games ruined by their final levels, where in the name of a difficulty spike you stop having to rely on figuring out how to
beat the stage to just mindlessly repeating the same thing over and over until you can get the right timing. It's a shame, really..
One of the best Point and Click game I have ever played

only made better by this DLC. This game has more content and modes than most AAA games have nowadays.
Seriously though, its a great shmup that reminded me a lot of Astro Warrior from the SMS. I really like how the game isn't just
focused on throwing hundreds of bullets on screen all the time- that gets old quick to me. Rather there's a lot of corridor
sections where you must guide your ship correctly and time it right too. This helps break up the bullet hell part of it pretty well.
Shooting mechanics are fun, levels are well designed, bullet patterns good too. Definitely worth playing.. A fun and addicting
game. I am pretty bad at it, but yet I keep playing it! Ahh!. I played the cd version 12 years ago, and played dozens and dozens
of hours, and wanting to go back some time ago, I realized that the cd was screwed .
I just took it on steam, barely 6 hours of play and I am absolutely not disappointed with my purchase, it is still great! And
frankly for 12 years, he has not aged so much. It's still an excellent RTS, with a touch of RPG. Highly recommended to fans of
fantasy RTS.
Good campaign and excellent skirmish mode (it seems that the other races should have had a campaign but the dev have not had
the time, or not the funds to finish their work. But the skirmish game will allow you to play with other races, and this is the
mode I used most personally.)
It's a classic that you should not miss.. This game is not constructed coherently.
You need cake and small potion, but if you use it up, you can't get any more. I tried to redo the puzzle where I got more small
potion, but it kicked out half way into the table so I couldn't pick it up, and that was the end of that. No more potion, but you
obviously need it to complete the game.
Life's too short for buggy crap. Avoid.. I installed this on 3 different computers (2018 Win10 high spec, 2009 WinVista low
spec and 2013 Macbook Air with Sierra OS) and it did not work (Vista and Mac did not even start up, Win10 is very buggy)
while my original disc installation worked flawlessly, at least on the windows PCs. Very bad port for an otherwise very good
game, try to get it elswhere. Don't buy on steam.
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